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The Truth About The Vatican And Satan

The Vatican was the spiritual seat of the Pagan Roman Empire and the head Temple of the head God
of the ancient Pagan European religion. That is why the enemy took this over and corrupted it.
However the name is the same from the Pagan period and this will reveal something important.
Vatican is from the Sanskrit title Vatikana the K is also spelled as C sometimes.
Vatikana means Means "The spirit of Krisna" it also means "Place or seat of the serpent" The Latin
term Vaticanor means "prophesy, oracle teacher." This is the same as Delphi the place of the serpent
God Apollo. The place of the Pagan Priesthood. Where the famous oracle was.
Kana is the ancient name of Krisna and Krisna is a title of the ancient head God in Sanskrit.

In Sanskrit Krisna is also spelled Kristha, Kristos, Kristhanu.
"Kr to make high or set upon a high place," Stha is stand. Kristha means "He who was made high" ,
or "He who was set upon a pillar". Sthanu one of the names of god Shiva, means "The Cosmic
Pillar."
Nilima Chitgopeker says in her book, encountering Siva:
Siva is invoked as Sthanu i.e. the tree like Siva who is indivisible and first born and who
experiences great extension of shade and is lofty and stand firm in the range of wood."[1]
Shiva is shown as the cosmic pillar in Hinduism the linga of light.
Krisna is an ancient tile of Shiva. This is why historians on Hinduism such as Danielou had stated
Krisna is Shiva who at some point got turned into a separate religious icon in a much later era.
The ancient form of Zeus was called Vel-Kana and was shown as the eternally young god of 16
years who was blue and played a flute had 12 cowherd companions and a consort Rodha. Which is
Dionysus to the Greeks and Krisna to the Hindu but the most ancient form of Shiva to the Southern
Indians. The Vel is the name of the spear Muruga the most ancient form of Shiva carries. The Vel is
the symbol of Shiva. The god of the Yezidis whom the Yezidis call Satan but also Shiva and this
God is shown as Muruga in their culture. Shiva is called Sata, Satan Shiva in Hinduism. Which
means The Eternal God. The Yezidis stated they came from ancient India.
The reason the God is always shown as 16 in the east is west is 16 is the number of the digits of the

full moon in Hinduism. Shiva is the moon god and the moon is the symbol of the serpent to the
ancient world. The Soma meaning moon chakra is given 16 petals in Hinduism.
The Vaticana, Vatikana means the Dwelling Place Of The Spirit Of Lord Shiva. Something else that
was proven here is the name Jesus is a corruption of Yeshva which theologians know. However this
Yeshva was stolen and corrupted form Shivaya the name of Shiva. This is also where Yeshiva of the
Jews was stolen from Shivaya.
Shiva is also called in Hinduism SHIVA-ARYA. Which means The Aryan Shiva, The Aryan God
Shiva. The God Shiva was also called "The White God"[2] by the ancient Hindu's. The ancient seat
of Shiva worship was and still is the Himalayas with mount Kailash which was the centre of the
ancient Aryan Empire in the east. And the Yezidis who are called "The blond blood line" migrated
out of this region.

Source
Christianity Mankind's First Worldwide Religion-Matlock[1]
Shiva and Dionysus, Danielou[2]
The Serpent, Eagle, Lion And Disc, Parker
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Some people don't understand such about Luther but the fact he was funded and aided by Cardinals
i.e the Vatican should say it all. The other protestant leader John Calvin was known to be a Jew
named Cohen. The Jews created the protestant movement this is obvious by the leadership and pure
Jewish doctrines. The problem the Jews had was the resistance against the Catholic church was too

strong and caused the Pagan rebirth in Europe. So they wanted to create a new movement to
counteract the abandonment of Christianity that was going on. The Protestants are literally just
spiritual Jews they don't even pretend.
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The reason Humanity has never gotten ahead in the way of spirituality is because spirituality is
infested with Jewish filth.
Nearly all if not all occult (spiritual) groups and organizations, especially the prominent ones, are
all just infested with judeo-Christian filth and they dabble. They straddle. They mix our Egyptian
Gods with that Christ filth, and Jewish angelic vermin, etc. And then the Christians and the Muslims
and all they do is live for their death. They worship death. No wonder very few people if any ever
achieve the Magnum Opus. The Jews are not only destroyers of civilization, but also of spirituality.
As to the Jewish Kabbalah, nearly all, if not all occult organizations are just infested with it, along
with the Jewish and Christian filth. All of this has to be completely annihilated before anybody can
like make any spiritual progress It's just infested. Everything we have is just infested with rabbinical
filth, rabbinical corrupted teachings, and rabbinical drivel.
The Jews stole and corrupted, as we know, all our Pagan/Gentile spiritual knowledge and took it for
themselves in an attempt to become God,, established the Vatican as a watchdog for any Gentiles
who did any research or found any ancient spiritual knowledge (resulting in coming before the
Inquisition to be systematically tortured to death, no different from Jewish communism).
Martin Luther created the Protestants, to further delude the populace because the Catholic Church
amassed too much centralized power and the Protestants are just as much watch dogs to keep

ancient paganism down.
The only thing we can do is to try to trace everything back to its roots and to work with are gods
and finding the truth and revealing it to the public.

Re: The Truth About The Vatican And Satan
by High Priest Jake Carlson » Fri Jan 26, 2018 1:01 pm
Very important and informative sermon. This elaborates and gives more in-depth detail as to how
there is a big, major difference between the impostor "Aryan Christ" and Kristna. I have a book that
makes an important statement that the God of the Nazis was Krist, not Christ, and how there is a
major difference. As for Acharya S' research about Apollo being "the Chrestus," like Kristos, there
is a similarity in etymology, but the actual meanings of "Chrestus" and "Christ," have no relation to
each other, whatsoever.
The brain-dead Protestants accuse the Vatican and the Jews of the Catholic Church and its sister,
modern Freemasonry, of "Satan worship," but as we know, these Jews who formed the Christian
religion, simply, spiritually "bulldozed" Satanism -- the ancient Paganism and our Gods -- and
replaced them with an "Aryan Christos" and company, creating a mix and match of Pagan Judaism
to drug and intoxicate all Gentiles who fall under the spell of the Christ cult.
The Vatican claims that "Lucifer" is their God, but this is only in reference to "Lord Christos"
replacing Osiris [Krist], the Morning Star, in Revelation 22:16. The Vatican and the Jewish people
do this to confuse the Gentiles.
Since the Jewish people are an alien race who are not human, their motives are also inhuman, which
can confuse many human beings who are out of touch with legitimate spirituality.
Great sermon. Another nail in the Jewish coffin.
666/88!!
High Priest Jake Carlson
http://www.joyofsatan.com
http://gbltthulesociety666.angelfire.com/about/
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The stupidity of those who believe in "OSIRIS AS KRIST" and other bullshit, is showing how weak
and feeble their judgement is.
Why do you have to assume that KRST is "CHRIST" or other filth? To prove a so called historical
continuity of the matter? This is obviously bullshit. The Egyptians write only with consonants. Why
can't it be KUROSAT or anything else? Why the so called scholars mentioned here so there is the

need for forgery, which is exactly what the Kikes who were put to write about the so called
"Christos" as a continuity of "Osiris" and pass it off as normal instead of an abomination and Jewish
corruption, had to somehow link it.
Is it hard, if you are the richest of the planet like the Vatican, to send 10 excrement Jews to a place,
find the evidence and burn it and corrupt it? Obviously it's not. The Vatican even to this day has a
full propaganda wing going. What does make us believe that this wing hasn't been running for 10
centuries? It obviously did.
Approach of something good existing in leprosy is stupidly like the alt-Right, which everyone
reading must not mistranslate as so many idiots do. "Maybe the Vatican can be disinfected...Maybe
it's based into something Pagan...Maybe if we just replaced the pope this household of leprosy
named the Vatican will be fit to do anything with it...Maybe it has something of the pagan/Aryan
spirit in it...."
The end game of the Vatican is for it to be removed from all parts of existence. No different than the
Kabba and the other structures of the enemy, this only feebly and stupidly mirrors pagan (natural)
ideas which it has turned into a construct to destroy mankind.
What is next, whining over the fact the pope is a Jew and try to retake the Vatican and
Constantinople?
Christ, "Christos", KRISTA and all the related filth is an artificial construct created by the Jews.
Most probably as mentioned in the first post, as a mere title of Shiva (titles represent particular
energies) and then this took a life of its own and started plaguing the planet. The Jews even turned
this to an egregore later.
The "CHRISTOS" has went too far. Will we kill and torch this monstrosity, or we will try to make it
seem as it's existence is somehow only a mere 'corruption' rather than a deliberate attempt to
overthrow the whole of humanity and destroy spirituality forever?
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The claims Dionysus was a foreign element was created later by Christianised sources. Who were
always trying to remove the last traces of the religion of Dionysus. So they could replace it fully
with the false icon of Christ. Dionysus is the most ancient God of the Greek culture and the Greeks
stated they came from the east. Dionysus is the perfected being which is created by the union of
heaven the crown, Zeus with his mother the earth the root chakra and the union of the body and
soul. Dionysus is the Kundalini serpent.
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